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Presentation Notes
If you can read this, please put the presentation into slideshow mode to avoid awkward reveal of talking points!! Thank you!My name is xxxx with ReFED: Rethink Food Waste and I’m thrilled to have you joining me today to learn about the key insights and findings from our recently launched Roadmap to Reduce US Food Waste, developed as a guide for all stakeholders highlighting opportunities and specific actions to reduce waste here in the US.  In terms of flow for today, I’ll present for about 35 – 40 minutes, then look forward to taking questions from the group. If there are any questions I don’t get to, I encourage you to review a copy of our technical appendix, available at ReFED.com At the end of this presentation you’ll see links to the report, our executive summary, and our website. On the website you’ll also find a copy of our technical appendix.



ReFED Steering Committee, Advisory Council, and Roadmap Team:

Atticus 
Trust

Ahearn 
Family 

Foundation

ReFED is a nonprofit collaboration formed in 2015 of over 50 business, nonprofit, 
foundation, and government leaders committed to reducing U.S. food waste.
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The success of the Roadmap could not have been possible without a huge, collaborative effort and multi-stakeholder team.This slide represents the range of different collaboratorsAn implementation team performed the research and analysis for the report, which included Deloitte Consulting, Resource Recycling Systems, and MissionPoint Partners. ReFED also convened a steering committee and advisory council that included organizations like the Natural Resources Defense Council, Closed Loop Fund, Walmart, Sodexo, Harvard Food Law and Policy Clinic and other leaders in the food waste arena to guide the strategic direction of the Roadmap that  including conducting interviews, providing data and industry expertise . This group was essential to ensure that all key stakeholders and parts of the value chain were considered in our research.Finally, ReFED received the support of over a dozen foundations to make the Roadmap possible, including The David & Lucile Packard Foundation, the Fink Family Foundation, Walmart Foundation, Atticus Trust, and the Rockefeller Foundation.We’re tremendously grateful for all the support we’ve received from our partners to create this landmark report.
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Every year, American consumers, businesses, and farms 
spend $218 billion (~1.3% of GDP) on food that’s never 

eaten.

This waste represents 18% of cropland, 19% of fertilizer, 
21% of freshwater, and 5% of GHG emissions.

Image courtesy of National Geographic/Brian Finke
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For MassDEP – note that ReFED conducted the most comprehensive existing analysis of U.S. food waste, establishing a baseline of how much food is wasted – and where it’s wasted, and then assessed the most effective solutions. The results were published in the Roadmap (refed.com/roadmap). Then read stats off slide.Through our Baseline study- one of the most comprehensive baselines to date of exactly where food waste is occurring geographically along the value chain, We estimated that every year consumers, businesses, and farms spend over 200 billion dollars, roughly 1.3% of GDP, on food that is never eaten. Now that includes growing the food, transporting it, storing it, and disposing it in landfills. Here you can see one cause of this problem on farms, which is cosmetically imperfect produce, which oftentimes does not have a market today and is typically left on that form to be tilled into the soil, a problem that, based on the roadmap, is much larger than I think has been identified to date.This massive food waste consumes roughly 20 percent of all U.S. crop land, fertilizer, fresh water, and landfill volume. To put that in perspective, if you took up all of the acreage of farmland that currently grows food that’s never eaten, it would be the size roughly of three-quarters of the state of California, roughly 80 million acres in size. Here in this photo you can see a sight typically found behind farms or grocery stores which is a mound of perfectly edible food that’s discarded for a number of reasons highlighted in the research.



ReFED Food Waste Baseline: Nearly 63M tons of waste per year

$2B$15B $57B $144B

($218 billion)
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Summing all this up, prior to the Roadmap, estimates of annual food waste in the United States ranged from 35 million tons per year all the way up to 103 million tons per year. Based on ReFED’s county-by-county, stakeholder-by-stakeholder analysis, the Roadmap estimates that nearly 63 million tons of food is wasted every year, including a little over 52 million tons sent to landfills, as well as roughly 10 million tons of food left on farms. The chart at the bottom of the slide shows the breakdown of where in the foodchain food waste is occurring. Some highlights: Nearly 10 million tons of food is wasted on farms; Food manufacturers and processors waste a much smaller amount of food today—1 million tons. This actually underestimates the food wasted in this sector; nearly 20 million tons of food is left over in the manufacturing process, but manufacturers already recover or recycle nearly 95% of it today, primarily for animal feed. Consumer-facing businesses and homes both generate the largest amount of waste, nearly 85% of the total. And at the bottom of the chart is an estimate of the value of food waste by sector; you can see that by far the largest value is in homes, $144 billion per year, nearly two-thirds of the total.This is driven by the fact that food increases in value as it moves through the supply chain. So while you or I might pay go to a grocery store and pay retail prices of $2 or $3 per pound for fruits or vegetables or other foods, at the farm level and other earlier stages in the supply chain, prices are much cheaper before the food has been processed, transported, stored.



Data Analysis: 13M tons of potential (20%)

Prevention
Stopping waste from 

occurring in the first place

12 solutions
Most Cost Effective

Recovery
Redistributing food to people

7 solutions
Best at Alleviating Hunger

Recycling
Repurposing waste as energy 

and agricultural products

8 solutions
Greatest Diversion Potential

2.6M

9.5M
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The 27 solutions that were analyzed break out into three categories. This is based on the EPA hierarchy of food waste reduction: prevention, recovery, and recycling. So 12 solutions focused on preventing food waste, which is solutions that change behavior or otherwise stop waste from occurring in the first place. The second category of seven solutions focuses on food recovery which is whenever food businesses are able to donate food that’s redistributed through hunger agencies or food donation non-profits in order to alleviate hunger, and finally, recycling is repurposing food scraps that are typically no longer edible into energy or agricultural products, which made up 8 solutions. Across those 27 solutions, the roadmap showed that over 13 million tons can be reduced with actions that are cost-effective, feasible, and able to implement today under existing technology and existing policy.



27 Solutions Evaluated

Criteria for Selection
Available Data 
Cost effective

Feasible 
Scalable

Prevention Solutions
Packaging, Product 
& Portions

Standardized Date 
Labeling

Packaging Adjustments

Spoilage Prevention 
Packaging

Produce Specifications 
(Imperfect Produce)

Smaller Plates

Trayless Dining

Operational & 
Supply Chain 
Efficiency

Waste Tracking & 
Analytics

Cold Chain Management

Improved Inventory 
Management

Secondary Resellers

Manufacturing Line 
Optimization

Consumer 
Education

Consumer Education 
Campaigns

Recovery Solutions
Donation 
Infrastructure

Donation Matching 
Software

Donation Storage & 
Handling

Donation 
Transportation

Value-Added Processing

Donation Policy Donation Liability 
Education

Standardized Donation 
Regulation

Donation Tax Incentives

Recycling Solutions
Energy & 
Digestate

Centralized Anaerobic 
Digestion (AD)

Water Resource 
Recovery Facility 
(WRRF) with AD

On-Site Business 
Processing 
Solutions

In-Vessel Composting

Commercial Greywater

Agricultural 
Products

Community Composting

Centralized Composting

Animal Feel

Home Composting
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Here’s a list of the 27 solutions evaluated. Originally we started with a list that was over 50 solutions that were brainstormed, and we winnowed it down to 27 solutions that the criteria where there was available date, they’re cost effective, feasible, and scalable. In the technical appendix on ReFED.com, you can find the list of other solutions that were not considered for the roadmapThe preventions solutions fell into three categories. First, there were a number of new types of packaging, new products, or different portion sizing, that is able to impact behavior or otherwise avoid waste throughout the supply chain. Second is operational and supply chain efficiency, such as waste tracking and analytics or inventory management, things that typically in that middle part of the supply chain where distributors are moving food from the farm to retail businesses and avoiding loss at that step. And finally, consumer education, which is its own category because it’s one of the most cost-effective and scalable opportunities. On the food recovery side, there’s the 7 solutions that fell into two categories, which was donation infrastructure—which is either trucks, software, processing facilities, or storage facilities that facilitate the donation of food from businesses to populations in need, as well as donation policy, such as tax incentives and standardized regulation and education around liability. Finally, for recycling solutions, the three categories, first is energy and digestate, which consists of anaerobic digestion facilities, either centralized locations or waste water treatment plants. Second is on-site business processing solutions that can occur directly at food businesses to recycle food scraps at the source. And finally, agricultural products which consists of composting or animal feed.



Marginal Food Waste Abatement Cost Curve
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This is what we call the marginal food waste abatement cost curve, which definitely wins as the most complicated slide in the report. The inspiration was the energy abatement curve; ReFED took a similar approach to the food waste problem. The height of each solution’s bar is the economic value per ton; this represents all the economic benefits across stakeholders – such as business cost savings or consumer cost savings – minus all of the cost and investment needed to implement that solution per ton. The width of each bar across the x-axis represents the diversion potential in millions of tons per year of food waste reduction. Quickly, some high-level takeaways emerge: prevention and recovery solutions are clearly much more cost-effective and generating strong economic value per ton diverted, while the recycling solutions are the most scalable, particularly the three centralized solutions around composting and anaerobic digestion. The reason for this is that most prevention and recovery solutions require very low investment levels, such as software or marketing campaigns or packaging adjustments, while the value of the food that is captured is very high prices at retail level. The recycling solutions, on the other hand, are much more scalable since they typically happen through large facilities that can each divert tens of thousands of tons per year – but the cost effectiveness is significantly lower since the economic value of food scraps is 25 to 50 times lower than the value of that food while it’s still edible. The ReFED website features an interactive version of this cost curve, which shows how the 27 solutions rank, and how the three major categories compare. The curve shows not only economic value, but business value, environment value, and social value as well.
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This is the high-level overview of the Roadmap findings. Across the 27 solutions that were analyzed, ReFED estimates that a total investment of $18 billion is needed over the next decade in order to achieve a 20% reduction in food waste nationwide. This would be an investment of roughly $2 billion per year, which would be less than a tenth of a penny for every pound of food waste reduced or diverted from landfills.What’s encouraging about the finding is that all of the solutions have either a break-even or significantly positive societal economic value, which includes impacts to government, consumers, businesses, and other stakeholders. In the right-hand column, you can see that a number of additional benefits would also occur. This investment would:Provide 1.8 billion meals, which is nearly double current levels of food recovered for hunger alleviationConserve 1.6 trillion gallons of water, or 1.5% of annual freshwater withdrawals — mainly by avoiding wasted water within agricultureGenerate up to $2 billion of profit potential annually for businesses Create $6 billion in potential consumer savings each yearReduce GHG emissions by 18 million tons annually through avoided agricultural and livestock impacts, and reduced methane emissions from food disposed in landfillsCreate 15,000 jobs through expanded compost markets, AD facilities, and food donation transportation, storage, and handling



Levers to Drive Action Across all Stakeholders

Four crosscutting actions needed to quickly cut 20% of waste and put the U.S. on 
track to achieve a broader 50% food waste reduction goal by 2030. 

POLICY
Commonsense tweaks leading 
to standardized national policy

FINANCING
New catalytic capital and 
quantified non-financial impacts

EDUCATION
National Consumer and 
Employee campaigns

INNOVATION
5 focus areas and innovation 
incubator networks
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Ultimately, as we looked at the range of different solutions that can drive reductions in food waste, we identified four cross-cutting actions that are needed to scale food waste reductions. These are policy, financing, innovation, and education.. The takeaway from the roadmap is that these four actions are all needed to quickly cut the 20% of food waste that is feasible to reduce today and cost-effective, and that this will put the U.S. on track to achieving a broader 50% food waste reduction goal by 2030. This 50% goal was announced last September by the USDA and EPA to align the  U.S.  with the UN  sustainable development goal of cutting food waste globally by 50%. 



Innovation
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The third lever for action is around innovation.Roughly 150 innovators are already looking for funding or putting solutions into the market today. There are five main areas that seemed to have the most leverage, enabling innovations to have the largest impact on improving cost effectiveness or scalability: Packaging and labeling, such as smart labels or low-cost spoilage prevention packagingIT-enabled transportation and storage – this could be trucks and shipping containers supplied with software to provide real-time data to help businesses understand the risk of food being spoiled in transitLogistic software that helps more easily match food donors to recipients. Value-added compost products. Beyond animal feed and composting, there’s opportunity around environmental remediation, for instance in soil erosion preventionFinally, distributed recycling solutions. 90% of the opportunity highlighted in the Roadmap around recycling was around very large, centralized recycling systems, but with innovation, we could see a revolution around home-level or business-level anaerobic digestion or composting systems which, with the right incentives, could enjoy great success.



Innovator Database: refed.com/innovators
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“Map View” – See headquarters and whether services offered regionally or nationallySame filter options 34 U.S. states and 24 different countries included NOTE: ReFED as an organization focuses on the U.S., but there are some areas where innovation is happening faster and being brought to U.S. (ex. Too Good To Go; Toast Ale; recycling technologies)
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46% Prevention – evenly split between Recovery/Recycling (NOTE – Other databases out there, not comprehensive list of recovery or recycling facilities)70% For-Profit55% National
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Top Categories: Donation Transportation, Food Product CreationDonation Coordination, Secondary Marketplaces, Composting Recycling – innovation for on-site processing; distributed compostingHope is these rapidly change and evolve













Chris Hunt
Senior Advisor, ReFED
chris.hunt@refed.com

Twitter: @refed_nowaste
Facebook: facebook.com/rethinkfoodwaste

Food Waste Policy Finder: refed.com/policy
Innovator Database: refed.com/innovators

Connect with ReFED

Visit ReFED.com

mailto:chunt@refed.com
http://www.@refed_nowaste.com
http://www.facebook.com/rethinkfoodwaste
http://www.refed.com/foundations
http://refed.com/innovators
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